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SUPAGRO R
An ad-lib, cost effective, safe, energy and mineral paddock supplement
scientifically designed to attain healthy, fertile bulls that are
BIG, LOOSE AND FULL OF JUICE!
SupaGro R is a balanced vegetable protein meal based supplement and unlike cereal grain based supplements, will not
cause digestive disorders such as bloat and acidosis. The high levels of good quality protein and energy available in the
vegetable protein meals in SupaGro R not only promotes growth but enhances muscle definition and skeletal
development. Furthermore, the natural oils enhance overall condition through high coat shine. Bull temperament will
also be calmer and more settled as opposed to bulls “fizzed up” on grain based supplements. Healthy, happy bulls equal
fertile, active bulls.

SupaGro R is balanced with urea to satisfy the protein requirements of the rumen microbes, minerals and vitamins to
satisfy animal requirements, and Rumensin® to maximize growth and weight gains. This specific balance makes SupaGro
R self-regulating and highly effective under both dry and green feed situations whilst maximizing the utilization of
available pasture. SupaGro R has a targeted daily intake of up to 0.5% of Live Body Weight.
SupaGro R will ensure consistent growth and development especially of young bulls post weaning and pre-sale allowing
for a minimum weight gain of 0.5kg and possibly over 1kg live weight in addition to their unassisted weight gain. Hence,
allowing bulls to express their full genetic growth potential in a cost effective manner as opposed to feeding costly grain
based supplements. Consequently, introducing young bulls to SupaGro R post weaning reduces the need to feed high
grain based supplements for extended periods in preparation for sale. Eliminating the reliance on high grain based
supplements minimizes the risk of producing over-conditioned bulls with poor fertility.

SupaGro R is the ideal supplement for the transitional “Letting Down” period as it allows the rumen to gradually make
the necessary adjustments from a pre-sale high energy concentrate supplement to a post-sale low- to moderate
roughage diet. Bringing the bull down from over-conditioned to working-condition and promote sperm turnover.
Additionally, use SupaGro R to ‘Spike Feed’ all bulls prior to joining which builds body condition, increases libido and
promotes healthy sperm production.

SupaGro R is the convenient, cost effective answer to
keeping bulls…

Nutritional Analysis (As Fed Basis):
Min. Crude Protein
Min. Equivalent Crude Protein
Min. Total Protein
Min. Metabolisable Energy
Urea Equivalent
Calcium
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Salt
Trace Mineral-Vitamin Premix
Monensin Sodium

22.2%
10.9%
33.1%
8.77 MJ/kg
3.7%
2.1%
1.0%
0.7%
5.0%
0.1%
100mg/kg

Speak to one of Stocklick Trading’s Sales Representatives
to discuss SupaGro R for your Bulls

